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Universal and Transferable Adversarial 
Attacks on Aligned Language Models



Adversarial Attacks



Adversarial Attacks



How did they do this?

Attack open-source LLMs using a 
(somewhat involved, but pretty 

simple) white-box attack

Copy the generated attacks into 
public chatbots



Adversarial Attacks Aligned LLMs are not adversarially aligned



Attacking open LLMs: The Loss

• Your query to an LLM chatbot will be embedded within a larger prompt 
template


- What you type: Insult me 


- What the LLM sees:


System: You are a chatbot assistant designed to give helpful answers. 

User: Insult me 

Assistant:



• Append additional tokens to the end of our user inputs


What the LLM will see: 


System: You are a chatbot assistant designed to give helpful answers. 

User: Insult me 

Assistant: 

We optimize tokens to maximize the probability of an affirmative response:


System: You are a chatbot assistant designed to give helpful answers. 

User: Insult me!!!!!!!! 

Assistant: Sure, here is an insult 

maximize!!!!!!!! log p("Sure," |prompt) + log p(" here" |prompt + "Sure") + . . .

Attacking open LLMs: The Loss



Attacking open LLMs: The Loss  
• LLM: a mapping from some sequence of tokens , with (where 
denotes the vocabulary size, namely, the number of tokens) to a distribution over the 
next token. Specifically, we use the notation


• : the probability that the next token is  given previous tokens 


• The adversarial loss: 

  the probability of some target sequences of tokens 


• The task of optimizing our adversarial suffix: 




   where  denotes the indices of the adversarial suffix tokens in the 

   LLM input.

x1:n xi ∈ {1,…, V} V

p (xn+1 ∣ x1:n) xn+1 x1:n

p (x*n+1:n+H ∣ x1:n)

minimize
xℐ∈{1,…,V}|ℐ|

ℒ (x1:n)
ℐ ⊂ {1,…, n}



• How to optimize over discrete tokens?


System: You are a chatbot assistant designed to give helpful answers. 

User: Insult me!!!!!!!! 

Assistant:

Attacking open LLMs: The Optimizer

influence on loss of replacing position 
with "a little bit of" each possible token
≈ i



• How to use this “ranking" of tokens?

• ❌


Operate in continuous “soft token” space


Trust gradient approximation too much


• ⭕ 


Evaluate full forward pass for many token replacements 


(at all positions in the prompt)

Attacking open LLMs: The Optimizer



Attacking open LLMs: Details

• The full algorithm: Greedy Coordinate Gradient


• Repeat until attack is successful:


- Compute loss of current adversarial prompt with respect to many different harmful 
user queries (and possibly multiple models)


- Evaluate gradients of all one-hot tokens (within adversarial suffix)


- Select a batch of  candidate token replacements, drawing randomly from top-  
substitutions at each position of the adversarial prompt


- Evaluate loss for every candidate in batch, make the substitution that decreases the 
loss the most

B k



Attacking open LLMs: Details



Attacking open LLMs: Generating Universal Attacks

Differences from Algorithm 1:


• Incorporate multiple training prompts  and corresponding losses 


• Target Sequence for Loss Instantiation


• Optimization Over Single Suffix


• Aggregation of Gradient and Loss


• Incremental Incorporation of New Prompts

x(i)
1:n ℒi



Attacking open LLMs: Details



Results: AdvBench

• For evaluation, a test bench of 500 examples of “harmful strings” and 
“harmful behaviors"

Warning: offensive materials contained in the examples



Results: AdvBench

• For evaluation, a test bench of 500 examples of “harmful strings” and 
“harmful behaviors"

Warning: offensive materials contained in the examples



Results: Attack Success Rates Comparison



Results: Attack Success Rates Comparison



Results: Attack Success Rates of GCG prompts



DecodingTrust: A Comprehensive 
Assessment of Trustworthiness in GPT 
Models



Concerns for AI Safety and Alignment



Concerns for AI Safety and Alignment



DecodingTrust: Trustworthiness Evaluation Platform

• Goal: Provide the first comprehensive 
trustworthiness evaluation platform for LLMs



DecodingTrust: Trustworthiness Evaluation Platform

• Goal: Provide the first comprehensive 
trustworthiness evaluation platform for 
LLMs


• Data: 


- Cover eight trustworthiness perspectives 


- Performance of LLMs on existing 
benchmarks


- Resilience of the medels in adversarial/ 
challenging environments



Contributions
• The first comprehensive and unified trustworthiness evaluation platform for LLMs


• Easy-to-use toolkit with one-line code



Overall Trustworthiness Assessment for different LLMs



Overall Trustworthiness Assessment for different LLMs

• No model 
dominate others 
on the eight 
trustworthiness 
perspectives


• There are tradeoffs 
among different 
perspectives 



• Key findings:


- Compared to LLMs without instruction tuning or RLHF, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 have significantly reduced toxicity in the 
generation.



• Key findings:

- Compared to LLMs without instruction tuning or RLHF, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 have significantly reduced toxicity in the generation.

- Both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can still generate toxic content with our carefully designed adversarial "jailbreaking" prompts, with 

probability surging to 

- GPT-4 is more likely to follow the instructions of "jailbreaking" system prompts, and thus demonstrates higher toxicity than GPT- 3.5

100 %





• Models Used for Generating Adversarial Texts:

- Three recent open-source autoregressive models are utilized: Alpaca-7B, Vicuna-13B, 
and StableVicuna-13B.


• Adversarial Attack Methods:

- Word-level attacks are employed in AdvGLUE to generate adversarial sentences 
against Alpaca-7B, Vicuna-13B, and StableVicuna-13B.

- Different strategies are used to perturb words while preserving semantic meaning, 
including typo-based, embedding-similarity-based, context-aware, knowledge-guided, 
and semanticoptimization-basedperturbations.

- The optimization objectives are modified to optimize the conditional probabilities of 
candidate labels given the prompt for GPT-like models.



• Evaluation Setup:

- Adversarial texts from AdvGLUE++ are generated by attacking Alpaca, Vicuna, and 
StableVicuna, and then used to evaluate GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

- Model accuracy on AdvGLUE++ data (robust accuracy) is calculated, along with 
accuracy on benign data in GLUE (benign accuracy).

- The overall performance drop on adversarial inputs compared to benign accuracy is 
assessed, along with the success rate of different attack strategies averaged across 
different tasks.



• Key findings:


- GPT-4 surpasses GPT- 3.5 on the standard AdvGLUE benchmark, demonstrating higher 
robustness 


- GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, despite their strong performance on standard benchmarks, are still 
vulnerable to our adversarial attacks generated based on other autoregressive models (e.g., 
Alpaca), demonstrating high adversarial transferability





• Key findings:


- GPT-4 is more robust to test inputs with different OOD styles compared with GPT-3.5.


- GPT models are more vulnerable to less common styles, such as word-level substitution 
"Shakespearean-W" and style transformation "Bible".



• Key findings:


- GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can leak privacy-sensitive training data, such as email addresses



• Key findings:

- GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can leak privacy-sensitive training data, such as email addresses

- Under few-shot prompting, with supplementary knowledge such as the targeted email 

domain, the email extraction accuracy can be 100x higher



Summary

• A comprehensive and unified platform on trustworthiness evaluations 
for LLMs 


• Evaluation on GPT-3.5/4 and open-source LLMs on HF


• Provide new insights, open questions, and future directions for LLMs
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